
Taking it to the 
wire!   

Final Score: Surrey 19 points Kent 21 points.
Played in Wey Valley Indoor Bowls Club:

This was the penultimate match for Kent in the group stage and could potentially see Kent out of 
the competition if there wasn’t a good result at the end of the day. Kent are fighting for a runners 
up spot with Essex. Essex have a slight advantage in terms of the remaining games, however, it is 
only over when it is over with the spirit in Kent remaining high.
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Session 1

The first game of the season saw Kent host Surrey where they had a comprehensive 33 - 7 points 
win; the team were under pressure to perform as failure would put them out of the main event. 
The first time this situation has been seen in 6 years, in the first 4 games Kent took a good lead 
with both singles winning and the pairs splitting their session closely. Mike Doorey ran out 14 - 11 
whilst Tim Rycraft recorded a 21-11 victory. The pairs were closer with last years partnership of 
Rob Berry & Richard Southby winning by 14 - 13 and Michelle Fitzgerald and Jeff Vanns losing 10 
- 13.

Session 1 finished Surrey 2 points 48 shots Kent 6 points 59 shots
Bonus points (Kent perspective) Singles +13 shots

Pairs -2 shots

Session 2 

This session started with Kent in high spirits; the Kent four Maureen Staple, Jason Smiths, Derek 
Ford and Chris Bull took a credible 14 -10 win whilst the other Kent four of Andy Player, Bob 
Deane, Danny Hogben and Thomas Coles lost by 15 shots to 5. The triples were split with Alan 
Harwood, Tim Harwood and Cliff Henry losing 8 shots to 13 whilst Linda Wynn, Rob Ferguson 
and Gary Allard should have scored more but ran out eventual 13 - 11 winners. 

Session 2 finished Surrey 6 points 97 shots Kent 10 points 99 shots
Bonus points (Kent perspective) Triples -3 shots and 

Fours -6 shots

Session 3

With everything to play for both sides came out from lunch determined; the singles was split with 
Kent hanging onto he bonus points. Michael Doorey struggled to find the mat losing by 17 shots to 
6 whilst Tim Rycraft took a hard fought win running out 14 shots to 9. The end result was + 7 
difference with Kent taking the bonus. In the meantime the Kent pair of Rob Berry and Richard 
Southby continued their morning session with a second win taking an excellent 17 shots to 7 win. 
Unfortunately for Kent Jeff Vanns and Michelle Fitzgerald could not keep up with a determined 
Surrey pair losing 20 shots to 8. This meant that the shots bonus went to Surrey..  

Session 3 finished Surrey 12 points 150 shots 
Kent 16 points 144 shots

Bonus points (Kent perspective) Singles +7 shots 
Pairs -4 shots

Session 4

This was a big session for both sides with 12 important points to play for; Gary Allard’s triple 
continued their strong campaign but could not maintain their pace despite bing in from t for most 
of the game; the last end was key with Kent losing 1 shot and a win. The result was a 13 all draw, 
on the other half the second triple under the guidance of Cliff Henry took an important 14 - 9 win. 
This means that the all important bonus points went to Kent. The fours as normal were running 
behind the triples on time with Thomas Cole’s four taking another beating losing by 13 shots to 6. 
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Chris Bull’s four could not manage to replicate their morning losing by 13 shots to 6. The bonus 
was given to Surrey and the final result was a close 19 points to 21 in Kent’s favour.

Session 4 finished Surrey 19 points 195 shots 
Kent 21 points 184 shots

Bonus points (Kent perspective) Triples +2 shots 
Fours -16 shots

Final Score:  Surrey 19 and Kent 21 Points

Conclusion

In the end and to quote a Surrey player who was obviously in contact with Essex this result was 
seen as good for Essex; however Essex were playing Norfolk the following day and with a similar 
result all is to play in the final games. Norfolk have already secured qualification putting in their 
5th game and 5th win. 

Despite taking a 2 point advantage into the last game Kent will be underdogs with the tougher 
game against Norfolk left to play….it will be an interesting dynamic; will Essex fall fowl to the 
pressure of being expected to qualify….The Kent Squad Manager knows the difficult road ahead 
stating that Kent have to play the high flying group winner of Norfolk with the need of a scoreline 
of high 20’s or early 30’s to stand any chance of qualification, Essex are likely to score around 30 
points…..Kent look forward to the game as these are the games you have to relish and enjoy. This 
is why we play the game for days like these. The cry of bring them on is being shouted across 
Kent. Now the bowling needs to match the spirit! 

As always Surrey were perfect hosts and their venue remains the envy of most short mat bowlers. 
The table stands as follows

1 Norfolk 140 points
2 Kent 99 points
3) Essex 97 points
4 Surrey 64 points

Kent Premier host Norfolk on the 26th November in the New Line Learning venue in Boughton 
Monchelsea, The Kent A side also play that day hosting West Sussex anyone wishing to come 
along and see what a county game is all about are very welcome; battle commences from 10am.
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